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When Synchronizing to Rhythms Is Not a Good Thing:
Modulations of Preparatory and Post-Target Neural Activity
When Shifting Attention Away from On-Beat Times of a
Distracting Rhythm
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Environmental rhythms potently drive predictive resource allocation in time, typically leading to perceptual and motor benefits for
on-beat, relative to off-beat, times, even if the rhythmic stream is not intentionally used. In two human EEG experiments, we investigated
the behavioral and electrophysiological expressions of using rhythms to direct resources away from on-beat times. This allowed us to
distinguish goal-directed attention from the automatic capture of attention by rhythms. The following three conditions were compared:
(1) a rhythmic stream with targets appearing frequently at a fixed off-beat position; (2) a rhythmic stream with targets appearing
frequently at on-beat times; and (3) a nonrhythmic stream with matched target intervals. Shifting resources away from on-beat times was
expressed in the slowing of responses to on-beat targets, but not in the facilitation of off-beat targets. The shifting of resources was
accompanied by anticipatory adjustment of the contingent negative variation (CNV) buildup toward the expected off-beat time. In the
second experiment, off-beat times were jittered, resulting in a similar CNV adjustment and also in preparatory amplitude reduction of
beta-band activity. Thus, the CNV and beta activity track the relevance of time points and not the rhythm, given sufficient incentive.
Furthermore, the effects of task relevance (appearing in a task-relevant vs irrelevant time) and rhythm (appearing on beat vs off beat) had
additive behavioral effects and also dissociable neural manifestations in target-evoked activity: rhythm affected the target response as
early as the P1 component, while relevance affected only the later N2 and P3. Thus, these two factors operate by distinct mechanisms.
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Introduction
In many situations in daily life, such as listening to speech and
music or viewing biological motion, goal-relevant stimuli ap-
pear rhythmically. The brain can use this temporal regularity

to predict the time of future stimuli, maximize preparedness at
rhythm-on-beat times, and facilitate behavioral responses to
on-beat events, relative to off-beat events (Jones et al., 2002;
Nobre et al., 2007). In electroencephalographic (EEG) record-
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Significance Statement

Rhythmic streams are widespread in our environment, and are typically conceptualized as automatic, bottom-up resource attrac-
tors to on-beat times—preparatory neural activity peaks at rhythm-on-beat times and behavioral benefits are seen to on-beat
compared with off-beat targets. We show that this behavioral benefit is reversed when targets are more frequent at off-beat
compared with on-beat times, and that preparatory neural activity, previously thought to be driven by the rhythm to
on-beat times, is adjusted toward off-beat times. Furthermore, the effect of this relevance-based shifting on target-evoked
brain activity was dissociable from the automatic effect of rhythms. Thus, rhythms can act as cues for flexible resource
allocation according to the goal relevance of each time point, instead of being obligatory resource attractors.
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ings, this is associated with prestimulus adjustment of prepa-
ratory potentials [contingent negative variation (CNV)] and
alpha- and beta-band oscillatory activity (Alegre et al., 2003;
Praamstra et al., 2006; Rohenkohl and Nobre, 2011; Fujioka et
al., 2012; Breska and Deouell, 2014), and with modulations of
target-evoked neural processing in sensory and response se-
lection stages (Jones et al., 2002; Correa et al., 2005; Doherty et
al., 2005; Mathewson et al., 2010; Sanabria et al., 2011; Rohen-
kohl et al., 2012). It was suggested that these effects result from
entrainment: low-frequency neural oscillations, correlated
with fluctuations between periods of high and low neural sen-
sitivity to the input, become phase aligned to the external
rhythm such that periods of high sensitivity coincide with
on-beat times (Barnes and Jones, 2000; Schroeder and Laka-
tos, 2009). Importantly, alignment of high preparation with
on-beat times also occurs incidentally with exposure to task-
irrelevant rhythms (Sanabria et al., 2011; Fujioka et al., 2012;
Mento et al., 2013; Breska and Deouell, 2014).

However, increasing preparation at rhythm-on-beat times
may be detrimental for current goals when the rhythmic
streams are distracting. For example, when exposed to police
lights while driving, it is essential to oppose the attraction of
resources to on-beat times to enable continuous vigilance. In
some situations, it may even be beneficial to shift resources
away from on-beat times to reduce the distracting effect of
rhythms. Previous studies showed that when targets follow a
single preparatory stimulus (S1–S2 paradigms), the level of
preparation, as reflected in response times, follows the prob-
ability distribution of target intervals (hazard function; Nobre
et al., 2007). This effect was also associated with adjustments
of the CNV and oscillatory brain activity (Trillenberg et al.,
2000; Cravo et al., 2011). However, given the automatic attrac-
tion of resources to on-beat times (Breska and Deouell, 2014),
it is not clear to what extent shifting resources away from
on-beat times is possible, and what neural mechanisms are
involved in such reorganization of preparation.

Rhythmic inhibition as a means to ignore a distracting rhythm
(e.g., an external conversation that overshadows the conversation
of interest) was previously demonstrated when two streams were
interleaved. This was expressed in synchronization of fluctua-
tions in neural sensitivity with the attended stream, but not with
the unattended stream (Lakatos et al., 2008; Besle et al., 2011),
and in attenuated neural responses and diminished behavioral
performance for the ignored stream stimuli (Lakatos et al., 2013;
O’Connell et al., 2014). However, the question remains whether
resources can be shifted away from on-beat times of a single
rhythm, when no other rhythm is available to entrain to. Further-
more, it is not clear whether such shifting is possible only when an
expected off-beat event is known to appear at a fixed phase lag
relative to the rhythmic stream, which allows the shifting to be
mediated by interval-timing mechanisms (with the rhythmic
stimuli serving as triggers for a putative timer).

The present study investigated these questions by presenting
task-adverse rhythmic streams. In two EEG experiments, visual
rhythmic streams were followed by targets that had high proba-
bility to appear off beat, making it counterproductive to align
resources with the rhythm. In the first experiment, the timing of
off-beat targets was fixed relative to the rhythm, while in the
second experiment it was jittered. We tested whether there would
be a behavioral benefit or cost for rhythm-on-beat times, and
whether the CNV, alpha band, and beta band activity, as well as
target-evoked responses, would be adjusted to the locus of tem-

poral attention or detrimentally aligned with the task-irrelevant
on-beat times.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Fifty Hebrew University students participated in two experiments (Ex-
periment 1: 26 participants; 17 females; mean age, 23.9 years; Experiment
2: 24 participants; 16 females; mean age, 24.3 years) in return for course
credit or monetary compensation. All participants reported normal or
corrected-to-normal vision and normal color vision. Participants re-
ported having no professional musical training and did not play a musi-
cal instrument during the 3 years before the experiment. The study was
approved by the institutional ethics committee, and all participants pro-
vided written informed consent.

Stimuli and design
Experimental stimuli were filled color circles (diameter, 6°), each
presented for 100 ms. In each trial, a stream of five, six, or seven
(uniform probability) white stimuli were presented, followed by a
green target, to which participants had to respond as quickly as pos-
sible with a button press. In each experiment there were the following
three conditions: “attend-on-beat”, “attend-off-beat”, and “random”
(Fig. 1). In the first two conditions, the white stimuli appeared rhyth-
mically, with an identical stimulus-onset asynchrony (SOA) of 850 ms
(fast-stream trials) or 1400 ms (slow-stream trials). The random con-
dition was used to control for the foreperiod effect [i.e., decrease in
reaction time (RT) due to the passage of time; Niemi and Näätänen,
1981]. In this condition, the white stimuli did not appear rhythmi-
cally, but were jittered around the SOA of the corresponding rhyth-
mic condition (fast-stream trials, 650 –1050 ms; slow-stream trials,
1200 –1600 ms; 100 ms steps; uniform distribution). In each experi-
mental block, trials were of the same condition and stream SOA.

The extent to which it was beneficial to prepare for rhythm-on or
off-beat times was manipulated between experimental conditions by
changing the distribution of target SOAs relative to the last white
stimulus.

Experiment 1 (fixed off-beat SOA). Each block included 40 trials. The
target SOA in “on-beat” trials was identical to that of the preceding
rhythm (850 ms for fast rhythm and 1400 ms for slow rhythm), while in
“off-beat” trials it was shorter (500 ms for fast rhythm and 850 ms for
slow rhythm). In the “attend-on-beat” condition, 80% of the trials were
on-beat trials and 20% were off-beat. In the “attend-off-beat” condition,
only 20% of the trials were on beat, and 80% of the trials were off beat. In
the “random” condition, in 50% of the fast-stream trials the target ap-
peared at an interval of 850 ms from the previous stimuli, while in the
other 50% there was an interval of 500 ms. In slow-stream trials, the
intervals were 1400 and 850 ms. Thus, target intervals in the random
condition were identical to the corresponding rhythmic conditions.

Experiment 2 (jittered off-beat SOA). The target SOA in on-beat
trials was identical to that of the preceding rhythm, whereas in off-
beat trials it was one of four shorter SOAs (300, 400, 500, and 600 ms
for fast rhythm; and 400, 600, 800, and 1000 ms for slow rhythm). In
the attend-on-beat condition (40 trials per block), 80% of the trials
were on-beat trials, and 20% were off-beat trials (5% for each SOA).
In the attend-off-beat condition (54 trials per block), only one-ninth
of the trials were on-beat trials, and eight-ninths of the trials were
off-beat trials (two-ninths for each SOA). In the random condition
(40 trials per block), the target SOA was identical to the on-beat SOA
in 20% of the trials, and to each of the four off-beat SOAs in another
20% of the trials.

Procedure
The experiment was conducted in a sound-attenuated chamber
(model C-26, ECKEL). The stimuli were presented at the center of a
17 inch CRT screen (100 Hz refresh rate; G75f, ViewSonic) on a gray
background (viewing distance, 90 cm). Stimulus presentation and
response acquisition were handled using the Psychophysics tool-
box (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) for MATLAB (version 7.5.0,
MathWorks). Participants conducted 12 blocks with the order FFF-
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SSSFFFSSS or SSSFFFSSSFFF (counterbalanced across subjects),
where F represents fast-stream blocks, and S represents slow-stream
blocks. Within each FFF or SSS triplet, the order of conditions was
random block, attend-on-beat block and attend-off-beat block. At the
beginning of each block, participants were instructed about the prob-
abilities of target timing, and were encouraged to use this knowledge
to be prepared for the target. Participants then performed a practice
session consisting of at least eight trials if it was the first time a
condition had been encountered, and at least four trials otherwise.

Behavioral analysis
For each participant, trials were discarded if the RT was �3 SDs larger
than the mean RT, calculated separately for each condition and
stream SOA. Trials with RTs shorter than 50 ms were also discarded.
RTs were subjected to an omnibus repeated-measures ANOVA with
factors condition (random/attend-on-beat/attend-off-beat), stream
SOA (fast stream/slow stream), and target SOA. In Experiment 1, the
target SOA factor had two levels (on beat/off beat), while in Experi-
ment 2, it had five levels (one on beat and four off beat). Wherever the
sphericity assumption was violated, we report Greenhouse–Geisser
corrected p values and uncorrected degrees of freedom. To test the
costs and benefits of attentional shifting beyond the foreperiod effect

(Niemi and Näätänen, 1981), we directly compared each of the
attend-off-beat and attend-on-beat conditions with the random con-
dition with separate contrasts for each time interval (the on-beat
interval and each of the off-beat intervals). In Experiment 2, the
comparisons between the four off-beat times and the random condi-
tion were corrected using the Bonferroni method.

In Experiment 1, we also examined the combined effect of rhythmicity
(appearing on-beat/off-beat) and task relevance (appearing at the rele-
vant/irrelevant time point), by analyzing the conditions in which the
target appeared at 850 ms (on-beat targets in fast streams and off-beat
targets in slow streams) in the attend-on-beat and attend-off-beat con-
ditions using a 2 � 2 ANOVA. This analysis was not conducted in Ex-
periment 2 for two reasons. First, different types of attention presumably
operate at on-beat and off-beat times. When on-beat times were relevant,
attention could be focused in time at a specific time point, whereas when
off-beat times were relevant, attention had to be sustained throughout
the entire interval. In Experiment 1, attention could be focused at both
on-beat and off-beat times, as the latter was fully predictable. Second, the
temporal uncertainty in Experiment 2 induced a foreperiod effect, mak-
ing it difficult to compare (Niemi and Näätänen, 1981) the responses to
the 850 ms targets in the fast (on-beat) and slow (off-beat) streams.

Figure 1. Experimental paradigm. A, Experiment 1. Participants detected targets (green stimulus) that followed a stream of visual stimuli (white stimuli). The percentage under the targets
stimuli indicates the probability that a target appeared at that time point in the corresponding condition. In the attend-on-beat condition, the stream was rhythmic with targets more probable on
beat; in the attend-off-beat condition, the stream was rhythmic with targets more probable at a fixed off-beat position than at an on-beat position; and in the random condition, the stream intervals
were jittered, making the stream less rhythmic, and targets had identical probability to appear at matched intervals to those of the rhythmic conditions. B, Experiment 2. Task design was identical
to that of Experiment 1, except for having four equally probable possible times for off-beat targets. In both experiments, only the fast-stream condition (short-stream SOA with an average stream
interval of 850 ms) is presented for simplicity. Pink patches indicate the interval for analysis of anticipatory brain activity before the expected off-beat target time, between the n�1 and the n stream
stimuli (demonstrated here between fourth and fifth stimuli).
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EEG recording and preprocessing
EEG was recorded continuously from 64 preamplified Ag/AgCl elec-
trodes using an Active 2 system (BioSemi), mounted on an elastic cap
according to the extended 10 –20 system. Four additional electrodes were
placed on the outer canthi of the right and left eyes, and above and below
the center of the right eye to track electro-oculographic activity, and
electrodes were placed on the left and right mastoids, near the tip of the
nose. The EEG signal was sampled at a rate of 1024 Hz (24 bits/channel)
with an on-line antialiasing 204 Hz low-pass filter.

EEG preprocessing was conducted using BrainVision Analyzer 2.0
(Brain Products), using the following pipeline: referencing the nose elec-
trode; high-pass filtering using a zero-shift Butterworth filter with a cut-
off of 0.1 Hz (24 dB/octave); correction of ocular artifacts using
independent component analysis (Jung et al., 2000) based on typical
scalp topography and time course; and the elimination of epochs that
contained other artifacts, defined as absolute activity of �100 �V or a
change of �100 �V in a 200 ms interval.

EEG analysis
Preparatory activity. Analyses of preparatory activity were conducted in
the two rhythmic conditions during the interval between the last stimu-
lus of the preparatory stream ( position n) and the preceding stimulus
( position n � 1). This was the latest interval in which there was a full
rhythmic cycle uninterrupted by an early off-beat target. Thus, in streams
with five white stimuli, the interval of interest was between the fourth and
fifth stimuli; in streams with six white stimuli, the interval of interest was
between the fifth and sixth stimuli; and in streams with seven white
stimuli, the interval of interest was between the sixth and seventh stimuli
(Fig. 1, demonstrated for a stream with five white stimuli). As partici-
pants did not know how many white stimuli would precede the target, we
assumed that they were forming predictions for the target during all of
these intervals. The data were segmented into epochs of �200 to 1600 ms
relative to the n � 1 rhythm stimulus for slow rhythms, and into epochs
of �200 to 1050 ms relative to the n � 1 rhythm stimulus for fast
rhythms.

The CNV is a buildup of negative potential that is observed in fronto-
central scalp electrodes (above motor and premotor cortex) when ex-
pecting an impending event (Walter et al., 1964). For the CNV analysis,
the data were rereferenced to the average of the left and right mastoids,
and averaged across a cluster of frontocentral electrodes (F1, Fz, F2, FC1,
FCz, FC2, C1, Cz, and C2; Miniussi et al., 1999; Correa and Nobre, 2008).
The epochs were averaged separately for the attend-on-beat and attend-
off-beat conditions, and for fast and slow rhythms. A period of 100 ms
preceding the n � 1 stimulus was used as the baseline. In goal-relevant
rhythms, the CNV builds up to a peak approximately at the time of the
next rhythmic stimulus, resulting in a steeper buildup when the expected
interval is shorter (Praamstra et al., 2006; Breska and Deouell, 2014).
First, to verify the presence of this effect, we compared the CNV ampli-
tude in the attend-on-beat condition between fast and slow rhythms,
over an interval of 500 – 850 ms after the n � 1 stimulus, expecting larger
negativity in fast streams. Next, we tested whether the CNV would build
up faster when shifting resources to an earlier off-beat time point than to
the on-beat time. To test this, we compared the CNV amplitude between
the attend-on-beat and attend-off-beat conditions during the last 200 ms
before the expected off-beat target, across all possible target intervals
(Experiment 1: 300 –500 and 650 – 850 ms after the n � 1 stimulus for fast
and slow rhythms, respectively; Experiment 2: 100 – 600 and 300 –1000
ms after the n � 1 stimulus for fast and slow rhythms, respectively). Note
that a target never appeared in the analyzed intervals (it always followed
the n stimulus). If preparation builds up to an earlier time point, we
would expect a more negative CNV amplitude in the attend-off-beat
condition compared with the attend-on-beat condition.

Studies of goal-relevant rhythms found amplitude reduction of occip-
ital alpha-band activity (8 –13 Hz) and central beta-band activity (14 –24
Hz) just before or at the onset of a temporally expected target (Praamstra
et al., 2006; Rohenkohl and Nobre, 2011; Fujioka et al., 2012; Breska and
Deouell, 2014). We tested whether shifting resources away from on-beat
times to off-beat times would be associated with amplitude reductions at
off-beat times; that is, whether the amplitude at off-beat times will be

reduced in the attend-off-beat condition relative to the attend-on-beat
condition. Instantaneous amplitudes were extracted using a complex
Morlet wavelet transform (1–30 Hz; 1 Hz steps; ratio between the central
frequency and the standard deviation of the Gaussian-shaped wavelet in
the frequency domain, 8). Additional margins of 2000 ms were added
before and after each segment to absorb edge artifacts, and were later
discarded from analysis. In contrast to the CNV analysis, we limited the
analysis to the slow stream (with an SOA of 1400 ms) to avoid the effect
of the stimulus-evoked activity, which is smeared in time by the time–
frequency decompositions. The resulting time–frequency representa-
tions were averaged across occipital electrodes for alpha-band analysis
(PO3/PO4, PO7/PO8, O1/O2) and across central electrodes for beta-
band analysis (C1/C2, C3/C4, Cz). In these trials, epochs were averaged
separately for the attend-on-beat and attend-off-beat conditions. A pe-
riod of 200 ms preceding the n � 1 stimulus was used as a baseline. The
amplitude of oscillatory activity was compared between the attend-on-
beat and attend-off-beat conditions at a window of 650 – 850 ms after the
n � 1 stimulus (just before when an off-beat target would appear in
the rhythmic conditions of Experiment 1). If the perceptual resources are
shifted to an earlier time point in the attend-off-beat condition, occipital
alpha-band and central beta-band activity would be suppressed in off-
beat times of the attend-off-beat condition, compared with off-beat
times of the attend-on-beat condition.

Target-evoked responses. Target-evoked responses in Experiment 1
were analyzed in the two rhythmic conditions for targets with identical
SOA of 850 ms that appeared on beat and off beat (on beat of fast-stream
trials and off beat of slow-stream trials). The data were segmented into
epochs extending from �200 to 800 ms relative to target onset, and
averaged separately for the attend-on-beat and attend-off-beat condi-
tions and for on-beat and off-beat targets. A period of 100 ms preceding
the target (�100 to 0) was used as the baseline.

Regions of interest in electrode space were defined based on the spatial
distributions of components observed in previous studies of temporal
predictions (Miniussi et al., 1999; Doherty et al., 2005; Praamstra et al.,
2006; Correa et al., 2008). The P1 component was analyzed at a cluster of
occipital electrodes (O1, PO3, PO7, O2, PO4, PO8); the N2 component
was analyzed at two separate clusters, one of midline-frontal electrodes
(Fz, F1, F2) and one of parietal electrodes (Pz, P1, P2); and the P3 was
analyzed at a cluster of parietal electrodes (Pz, P1, P2). The amplitu-
des and latencies of the peaks of these components in the different con-
ditions were estimated using the Jackknifing procedure (Miller et al.,
1998; Kiesel et al., 2008), with corrections applied to statistical tests fol-
lowing the method of Ulrich and Miller (2001). The time intervals in
which the peaks were detected were defined based on unbiased inspec-
tion of the average waveform across conditions (P1, 95–135 ms; N2,
240 –280 ms; P3, 300 – 400 ms). The amplitude of each component was
defined as the average of a 40 ms interval centered on the estimated peak
latency. Matching the behavioral analysis, the synergistic effect of rhyth-
micity (appearing on-beat/off-beat) and of task relevance (appearing at
the relevant/irrelevant time point) on the extracted amplitudes and la-
tencies were analyzed using a 2 � 2 ANOVA.

Results
Experiment 1
Observers detected targets that followed a stream of visual
stimuli, which could be rhythmic or nonrhythmic. Shifting re-
sources away from rhythm-on-beat times was tested in the
attend-off-beat condition, in which the stream was rhythmic, but
the targets had low probability to coincide with the rhythm. In
contrast, in the attend-on-beat condition, the stream was rhyth-
mic, and the targets had high probability to coincide with the
rhythm. In the random condition, the stream was not rhythmic,
and the targets had identical probability to appear at intervals
identical to the on-beat and off-beat intervals of the other condi-
tions. The targets that appeared off beat with rhythms always
appeared at a fixed SOA relative to the rhythm SOA, making it
possible to explicitly predict their timing even though they were
incongruous with the rhythmic sequence preceding the target.
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Response times
The effects of Condition (attend-on-beat/attend-off-beat/ran-
dom), Target SOA (on-beat/off-beat), and Stream SOA (fast
stream/slow stream) on response times were tested using a three-
way ANOVA (Fig. 2A; Table 1, full ANOVA statistics). As ex-
pected, the effect of Target SOA interacted with Condition (p �
2 � 10�8), implying that preparation in time differed between
conditions. To examine resource allocation in each condition, we
performed two planned interaction contrasts comparing each of
the rhythmic conditions to the random condition, followed by a
simple effect analysis within each target SOA. Comparison of the
attend-on-beat and random conditions revealed a significant in-
teraction effect (F(1,25) � 28.07, p � 2 � 10�5, �p

2 � 0.53), as
follows: the attend-on-beat condition had slower responses to
off-beat targets than the random condition (t(25) � 4.97, p �

4 � 10�5, Cohen’s d � 0.99), but did not have faster responses to
on-beat targets (t(25) � �1.31, p � 0.2). Comparison of the
attend-off-beat condition to the random condition also revealed
a significant interaction (F(1,25) � 13.39, p � 0.0012, �p

2 � 0.35).
However, in contrast to the attend-on-beat condition, the attend-
off-beat condition had slower responses to on-beat targets (t(25)

� 3.24, p � 0.0034, Cohen’s d � 0.65), but did not have faster
responses to off-beat targets (F(1,25) � �1.18, p � 0.25). There
were no other main effects or interactions (Table 1). We also
examined whether the pattern of results was affected by the num-
ber of white stimuli in the stream (five, six, or seven). When
including the stream length as a factor in the omnibus ANOVA,
longer streams elicited shorter responses (F(2,50) � 124.87, p �
4 � 10�20, �p

2 � 0.83), especially in the long SOA streams. How-

Figure 2. Behavioral consequences of shifting resources from rhythm-on-beat times to off-beat times. A, Experiment 1 (fixed off-beat time): mean reaction times for fast-stream (left) and
slow-stream (right) trials at on-beat and off-beat target SOAs, in the three experimental conditions. Black lines represent reaction times in the attend-on-beat and attend-off-beat conditions; broken
gray lines represent the results of the random condition, which was used as a reference for both the attend-on-beat and attend-off-beat conditions. Red lines represent differences between each
rhythmic condition and the corresponding random condition. B, Mean reaction times in Experiment 2, in which off-beat times were jittered, for fast-stream (left) and slow-stream (right) trials at
on-beat and off-beat target SOAs, in the three experimental conditions. The color scheme is the same as in A. For both experiments, error bars on red lines represent 95% confidence intervals for the
difference. Stream SOA, mean interstimulus interval of the white stimuli stream; Target SOA, time (in ms) from the onset of the last white stimulus of the stream to the green target onset. Within
each panel, significant differences ( p � 0.05) from the corresponding random conditions are marked with an asterisk.

Table 1. Results of omnibus ANOVAs conducted on response times in each of the two experiments

Experimental factor

Experiment 1 Experiment 2

df F pa �p
2 df F pa �p

2

Condition 2,50 2.16 0.13 0.08 2,46 17.04 3 � 10 �6* 0.43
Stream SOA 1,25 0.41 0.53 0.02 1,23 17.12 4 � 10 �4* 0.43
Target SOA 1,25 2.86 0.1 0.1 4,92 25.03 1 � 10 �8* 0.52
Condition � stream SOA 2,50 2.78 0.08 0.1 2,46 0.11 0.86 0.01
Condition � target SOA 2,50 30.04 2 � 10 �8* 0.55 8,184 9.48 1 � 10 �8* 0.29
Stream SOA � target SOA 1,25 0.16 0.69 0.01 4,92 3.3 0.014* 0.13
Condition � stream SOA � target SOA 2,50 0.96 0.37 0.04 8,184 0.29 0.9 0.01

�p
2, partial eta squared.

ap Value for the effect of the respective experimental factor. Significant effects are marked with an asterisk.
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ever, there was no three-way interaction among the factors
Stream length, Condition, and Target SOA (F(4,100) � 1.34, p �
0.27). Critically, the significant interaction between Condition
and Target SOA found across stream length was found also
within each stream length separately (all values of F(2,50) � 8.9, all
values of p � 0.01), with responses in the attend-on-beat condi-
tion being faster for on-beat targets, and responses in the attend-
off-beat condition being faster for off-beat targets. In summary,
participants were indeed able to shift resources from on-beat
times of task-adverse rhythms, but this was only expressed in a
cost for on-beat time but not in a benefit to off-beat times.

Participants’ ability to successfully shift resources away from
on-beat times enabled the separation of validity effects of rhythm
(appearing at on-beat vs off-beat time) and task relevance (ap-
pearing at relevant vs irrelevant time) on target processing. This
was conducted for targets with the same SOA of 850 ms, which
were on beat in the fast rhythms and off beat in the slow rhythms,
and could either be relevant or irrelevant based on the condition.
A 2 � 2 ANOVA on RTs revealed a main effect of relevance
(F(1,25) � 36.51, p � 3 � 10�6, �p

2 � 0.59), with faster responses
to targets appearing at relevant versus irrelevant times. Further-
more, there was no interaction between the two factors (F(1,25) �
0.33, p � 0.57), indicating that the relevance effect did not differ
between targets that appeared on beat and off beat. However,
even though resources were shifted to the relevant time point,
there was still a main effect of rhythmicity (F(1,25) � 5.23, p �
0.031, �p

2 � 0.17), with faster responses to on-beat versus off-beat

targets. The additivity of these two factors suggests that they op-
erate through distinct mechanisms.

Neurophysiology
Preparatory potentials. The CNV, a negative potential building up
at frontocentral electrodes (Walter et al., 1964), was observed in
Experiment 1 in the interval between rhythmic stimuli in all
rhythmic conditions (Fig. 3A). In the attend-on-beat condition,
the CNV amplitude was more negative in fast compared with
slow rhythms (t(25) � 2.1, p � 0.046, Cohen’s d � 0.42). This
reflects faster CNV buildup as the next event is expected earlier,
which is the typical modulation of the CNV by goal-relevant
rhythms (Praamstra et al., 2006; Breska and Deouell, 2014). The
crucial question was whether shifting resources away from
rhythm-on-beat to off-beat times involved modulations of the
CNV, even though the streams were identical. To test this, we
compared the attend-off-beat and the attend-on-beat conditions
during the last interval of the rhythmic stream that did not ter-
minate in the target, just before when an off-beat target would be
expected. The CNV amplitude was more negative at this time in
the attend-off-beat condition than in the attend-on-beat condi-
tion (fast rhythm: t(25) � 2.17, p � 0.04, Cohen’s d � 0.43; slow
rhythm: t(25) � 2.17, p � 0.04, Cohen’s d � 0.43). Notably, in
both the fast attend-on-beat condition and the slow attend-off-
beat condition, subjects expected the target at exactly 850 ms, and
the CNV before this point was similar in these two conditions
(t(25) � 0.3; uncorrected p � 0.77; 95% confidence interval for

Figure 3. Modulation of the CNV by shifting resources away from rhythm-on-beat times to off-beat times. A, Group-averaged ERP waveforms (averaged across a nine-electrode frontocentral
cluster) locked to the rhythm in the attend-on-beat (thick line) and the attend-off-beat (thin line) in Experiment 1, in which off-beat times were fixed, for fast (left) and slow (right) streams. B, Same
as A, for Experiment 2, in which off-beat times were jittered. White bars mark rhythmic stimuli at position n (the last stimulus preceding the target, at time � 850 ms for fast stream and time �
1400 ms for slow streams) and at position n�1 (at time�0). The green bar marks the optional times of the off-beat targets, which were relevant in the attend-off-beat condition. Note that a target
was never actually presented in the analyzed interval. Error margins reflect the SE for the difference between the attend-on-beat and attend-off-beat conditions; pink background marks the
predefined interval for analysis (*p � 0.05).
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the difference between conditions, �1.27 to
0.95 �V). Restricting the same analyses to
the intervals between the fifth and sixth
stimuli and between the sixth and seventh
stimuli, but not the intervals between the
fourth and fifth stimuli (because targets
never actually appeared at the fifth posi-
tion), yielded qualitatively similar results.
Thus, the stage of preparation that is ex-
pressed in the CNV is not driven solely by
the rhythm, but can adjust when off-beat
times are relevant by preparing to peak at an
earlier time point.

Time–frequency analysis. Previous
studies found suppression of occipital
alpha-band oscillations just before or at
the time of a rhythmic stimulus in goal-
relevant rhythms (Praamstra et al., 2006;
Rohenkohl and Nobre, 2011; Breska and
Deouell, 2014). In our data, there was a
typical suppression of alpha oscillations
(8 –13 Hz) after the onset of a rhythmic
stimulus, followed by rebound back to
baseline levels (Fig. 4, left column). To test
whether shifting resources away from
rhythm-on-beat to off-beat times in-
volved modulations of alpha activity, we
compared the attend-off-beat and the
attend-on-beat in the same interval as was
tested for the CNV. This comparison was
done in only the slow streams to avoid
smearing due to target-evoked responses.
This comparison did not reveal a signifi-
cant decrease in amplitude in the interval
just before the possible time of an off-beat
target in the attend-off-beat condition
(t(25) � �0.02, p � 0.98).

The amplitude of beta-band activity in
central sites typically decreases in antici-
pation of an upcoming rhythmic stimulus
(beta suppression), followed by a rebound
after stimulus presentation (Praamstra et
al., 2006; Fujioka et al., 2012). Beta-band
activity in both the attend-on-beat and
attend-off-beat conditions followed this
typical pattern of amplitude fluctuation
(Fig. 4, right column). However, compar-
ison of the attend-off-beat and the
attend-on-beat conditions in the same
interval, as was used for alpha-band activity, did not reveal any
significant suppression of beta-band oscillations in the attend-
off-beat condition in the interval just before the possible time
of an off-beat target (t(25) � �0.41, p � 0.69).

Target-evoked potentials. Using the same conditions as in the
corresponding analysis of response times (identical target SOA of
850 ms), we analyzed three event-related potentials (ERPs) that
were previously found to be affected by rhythmic temporal pre-
diction, the P1, the N2, and the P3 (Doherty et al., 2005; Correa et
al., 2008; Breska and Deouell, 2014), for the synergistic effects of
rhythmicity and task relevance. The P1 component is associated
with early visual processing (Di Russo et al., 2002). Previous stud-
ies found increased amplitude of the P1 for targets that coincided
with goal-relevant rhythms compared with those that deviated

from the rhythm (Doherty et al., 2005). Across conditions, we
observed a visual P1 peaking in occipital sites 115 ms after target
onset with typical occipital topography (Fig. 5A). A 2 � 2
ANOVA on the P1 amplitude revealed a main effect of rhyth-
micity (F(1,25) � 5.12, p � 0.033), with a more positive ampli-
tude for on-beat targets than for off-beat targets, but no effect
of relevance (F(1,25) � 0.12, p � 0.82) or interaction between
rhythmicity and relevance (F(1,25) � 0.02, p � 0.76; Fig. 5B).
No effects were observed for the P1 latency (all values of F �
1). Thus, in contrast to the CNV, which was also affected by
relevance, early visual responses were modulated by rhythmic-
ity only.

Enhancement of the N2 component is typically observed in
frontal sites when activating executive control, especially in the

Figure 4. Experiment 1: no modulation of alpha- or beta-band activity by shifting resources away from rhythm-on-beat times
to a fixed off-beat time. A, Group-averaged time–frequency representations in the two rhythmic conditions (top row, attend-off-
beat; bottom row, attend-on-beat), measured in occipital (left column) and central (right column) electrode clusters. Black lines
mark the onset of rhythmic stimuli at position n (the last stimulus preceding the target, at time � 850 ms for fast streams and
time � 1400 ms for slow streams) and at position n � 1 (at time � 0). B, Band-limited amplitude of occipital alpha (8 –13 Hz, left
column) and central beta (14 –24 Hz, right column) activity in the attend-off-beat (blue) and the attend-on-beat (green) condi-
tions. White squares mark rhythmic stimuli at position n and at position n � 1. Green squares mark the expected time of off-beat
targets. Note that a target was never actually presented in the analyzed interval. Pink shading marks the predefined interval for
analysis. Error margins reflect the SE for the difference between the attend-on-beat and attend-off-beat conditions.
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face of conflict or the need for response inhibition (Kok, 1986;
Kopp et al., 1996). A similar enhancement was also observed for
deviation from goal-relevant rhythms in both frontal and parietal
sites (Doherty et al., 2005; Correa et al., 2008). In our data, the N2
was observed in frontal sites between 240 and 280 ms after target
onset. A 2 � 2 ANOVA on the N2 amplitude in frontal sites
revealed a main effect of rhythmicity (F(1,25) � 4.46, p � 0.045),
with a more negative amplitude for off-beat than for on-beat
targets, and no significant interaction between rhythmicity and
relevance (F(1,25) � 1.52, p � 0.23). However, in contrast to the
P1 component, there was also an effect of relevance (F(1,25) �
9.64, p � 0.0046), with a more negative N2 amplitude elicited by
targets appearing at relevant compared with irrelevant times.
Similar results were obtained for parietal sites (rhythmicity
effect: F(1,25) � 10, p � 0.0041; relevance effect: F(1,25) � 22.44,
p � 7 � 10 �5; interaction: F(1,25) � 1.58, p � 0.22), but no
effects were observed for the N2 latency at any cluster (all
values of F � 1).

The P3 component is associated with stimulus evaluation and
response selection (Donchin and Coles, 1988). Previous studies
found increased amplitude and earlier latency of the P3 for tar-
gets that coincided compared with those that deviated from goal-
relevant rhythms (Correa et al., 2008, Doherty et al., 2005, Breska
and Deouell, 2014). In our data, the P3 was maximal in parietal
sites, peaking in the time range between 300 and 400 ms after
target onset. Analysis of the P3 amplitude revealed a main effect
of rhythmicity, with larger amplitudes for on-beat compared
with off-beat targets (F(1,25) � 11.07, p � 0.0027), which did not

interact with relevance (F(1,25) � 0.01, p � 0.99). Although there
were larger amplitudes for relevant compared with irrelevant tar-
gets, the effect of relevance was only marginally significant (F(1,25)

� 3.18, p � 0.09). However, analysis of the P3 peak latencies
revealed strong effects for both rhythmicity (on-beat earlier than
off-beat: F(1,25) � 10.19, p � 0.0038) and relevance (relevant
earlier than irrelevant: F(1,25) � 6.76, p � 0.015), with no inter-
action (F(1,25) � 0.01, p � 0.88).

When analyzing the combined effects of rhythm and task rel-
evance, we aimed to match the target SOA between conditions.
Therefore, on-beat targets were taken from fast rhythms, while
off-beat targets were taken from slow rhythms, such that the
target onset was always 850 ms after the preceding stimulus.
However, it could be claimed that, with this strategy, the sus-
tained difference between responses to on-target and off-beat
targets was due to the different rhythmic contexts. That is, the
off-beat targets were embedded in rhythms with a lower fre-
quency than the on-beat targets (0.71 vs 1.18 Hz), putatively
generating a slower oscillation that shifts the waveform. To test
this, we repeated this analysis, but this time we matched the
rhythmic context (stream SOA) between conditions, rather than
the target SOA. For this purpose, we collapsed across all on-beat
targets (from slow and fast rhythms) and all off-beat targets
(from slow and fast rhythms) and repeated the analysis. If the
sustained difference resulted from the different rhythmic con-
texts, it should have been eliminated in this analysis. However,
this was not the case, with on-beat targets still eliciting a more

Figure 5. Dissociable effect of target-evoked potentials by rhythm and relevance. A, Group-averaged ERP waveforms measured at three electrode clusters (left, occipital; middle, frontal; right,
parietal) locked to the onset of targets (green bar), which appeared with an SOA of 850 ms from the preceding rhythmic stimulus, and could be either on beat or off beat relative to the rhythm (black
and red colors, respectively), and could appear at a task-defined relevant or irrelevant time (solid and dashed lines, respectively). The three ERP components that were analyzed (P1, N2, and P3) are
marked, along with scalp topographies at the time of the peak of each component (averaged across conditions and across a range of �10 ms). Error margins reflect the SEM of each condition. B, The
effects of rhythm, relevance, and their interaction on the amplitude and latency of the ERP components. Bars represent the mean difference scores for the effect of each factor. Error bars reflect 95%
confidence intervals.
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positive waveform as early as the P1 window (F(1,25) � 10.47, p �
0.0034).

Experiment 2
The findings of Experiment 1 indicate that it is possible to use
rhythms to shift resources away from on-beat times of a task-
adverse rhythm, even in the absence of a secondary interleaved
rhythmic stream to engage to. The goal of Experiment 2 was to
examine whether shifting resources away from on-beat times is
restricted to when the expected event appears at a fixed off-beat
time, as in Experiment 1. In such conditions, resource shifting in
time may be explained by forming a focused temporal prediction
based on memorizing the interval between the rhythmic stimuli
and the expected off-beat time using interval-timing mechanisms
(Coull et al., 1998; Miniussi et al., 1999; Macar and Vidal, 2004).
Alternatively, they may be explained by oscillatory entrainment
(Barnes and Jones, 2000; Lakatos et al., 2008, 2013; Schroeder and
Lakatos, 2009) to an imagined, phase-shifted stream, such that
periods of high neural excitability are aligned with off-beat times,
and periods of low neural excitability with on-beat times (Lakatos
et al., 2013). This latter alternative should be expressed in a rever-
sal of the phase of delta activity in the attend-off-beat condition
relative to the on-beat condition. We inspected our data for such
phase reversal by filtering the EEG signal measured in occipital
electrodes to the delta range (0.3–2 Hz), but did not find found a
phase shift of delta activity between the attend-on-beat and the
attend-off-beat conditions. It should be noted, though, that in-
terpreting the phase of delta activity in paradigms like ours, which
may induce CNV for every stimulus, is tenuous. This question
could be addressed more directly in future studies by applying
paradigms that disentangle the CNV and delta phase (Kayser et
al., 2015). To examine resource shifting away from on-beat times
independently of a fixed off-beat time, Experiment 2 followed the
design of Experiment 1 but presented off-beat targets at one of
several possible intervals.

Response times
As in Experiment 1, the effects of Condition (attend-on-beat/
attend-off-beat/random), Target SOA (five possible intervals:
one on beat, four off beat), and Stream SOA (fast stream/slow
stream) on response times were tested using a three-way ANOVA
(Fig. 2B; Table 1, full ANOVA statistics). Most importantly, there
was a significant interaction between target SOA and condition
(p � 1 � 10�8, Table 1), indicating that, as in Experiment 1, the
distribution of preparation in time differed between conditions.
Planned comparison between the attend-on-beat and random
conditions revealed a significant interaction between Target SOA
and condition (F(4,92) � 7.51, p � 0.012, �p

2 � 0.25). A simple
effects analysis showed that the attend-on-beat condition had
slower responses for off-beat targets [only for those that appeared
at the second off-beat interval (t(23) � 4.46, Bonferroni-corrected
p � 0.0007, Cohen’s d � 0.93) and the third off-beat interval (t(23)

� 2.96, Bonferroni-corrected p � 0.028, Cohen’s d � 0.62)], but
not faster responses for on-beat targets (t(23) � 1.06, uncorrected
p � 0.3). Planned comparison between the attend-off-beat and
random conditions revealed a significant interaction between
Target SOA and condition (F(4,92) � 3.87, p � 0.018, �p

2 � 0.14),
as follows: responses for on-beat targets were delayed (t(23) �
3.53, Bonferroni-corrected p � 0.007, Cohen’s d � 0.74), but no
facilitated responses were found for off-beat targets at any off-
beat SOA (all values of t(23) � 1.3, all uncorrected p values � 0.2).
There was a main effect of condition, with overall slower re-
sponses in the attend-on-beat condition (p � 3 � 10�6), seem-

ingly due to the strong delay for off-beat targets in this condition.
Also, responses were faster overall for fast compared with slow
streams (p � 4 � 10�4) and for long compared with short target
SOAs (p � 1 � 10�8), both reflecting typical foreperiod effects
(Niemi and Näätänen, 1981). Finally, there was an interaction of
target SOA with stream SOA (p � 0.014), with a stronger effect of
target SOA (faster responses as the target SOA is longer) for slow
streams compared with fast streams (i.e., a stronger foreperiod
effect for slower streams).

Neurophysiology
Preparatory potentials. As in Experiment 1, a clear CNV was ob-
served in the interval between rhythmic stimuli in all rhythmic
conditions (Fig. 3B). In the attend-on-beat condition, the CNV
amplitude was more negative for fast streams compared with
slow streams (t(23) � 2.9, p � 0.008, Cohen’s d � 0.6), reflecting
faster CNV buildup as the next event is expected earlier. Cru-
cially, in the attend-off-beat condition the CNV amplitude was
again more negative than in the attend-on-beat condition for
both fast and slow rhythms (fast rhythm: t(23) � 2.9, p � 0.008,
Cohen’s d � 0.6; slow rhythm: t(23) � 2.38, p � 0.026, Cohen’s
d � 0.5), indicating a faster buildup. Thus, the CNV modulation
in shifting resources away from on-beat times does not depend
on precisely predictable off-beat times.

Time–frequency analysis. As in Experiment 1, alpha power was
reduced after the onset of rhythmic stimuli, followed by alpha
rebound back to baseline levels (Fig. 6), but there was no signif-
icant preparatory suppression in the attend-off-beat relative to
the attend-on-beat condition between rhythmic stimuli (t(23) �
�1, p � 0.33). Thus, although the behavioral results and CNV
results indicated that resources were shifted to rhythm-off-beat
times, this effect was not expressed in alpha-band oscillations. In
contrast, and unlike in Experiment 1, there was significant sup-
pression of beta-band oscillations in central electrodes in the
attend-off-beat relative to the attend-on-beat condition between
rhythmic stimuli (t(23) � �2.46, p � 0.022, Cohen’s d � 0.51). To
verify that this effect is not due to the a priori selection of time and
frequency ranges, we applied a cluster-based permutation test
(Maris and Oostenveld, 2007), clustering across consecutive
points in time or frequency that show a significant difference
between the two conditions. Comparison of the t sum statistic of
the detected clusters (i.e., the sum of t values of the significant
points that constitute the cluster) to a null distribution of t sum
values generated by shuffling the labels of the experimental con-
ditions within each subject (10,000 permutations) revealed one
significant cluster extending from �400 to 1000 ms and from 14
to 20 Hz (p � 0.05), confirming the results of the a priori win-
dow. Thus, shifting resources away from rhythm-on-beat times
was expressed in preparatory amplitude adjustments of beta-
band oscillations when off-beat times were made unpredictable
by jittering the expected target time.

Discussion
Rhythmic streams typically lead to increased preparation at
rhythm-on-beat times, even when they are task irrelevant (Jones
et al., 2002; Sanabria et al., 2011; Mento et al., 2013; Breska and
Deouell, 2014). Shifting resources away from on-beat times was
previously demonstrated in primates when another interleaved
stream was task relevant (Lakatos et al., 2013; O’Connell et al.,
2014). The current study shows that even in the absence of an-
other rhythm to attend or entrain to, the automatic attraction to
on-beat times may be overcome when targets are more probable
off beat. This was expressed in a behavioral bias against on-beat
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times, and in anticipatory adjustment of the CNV potential and
beta-band activity toward the relevant off-beat time. Further-
more, whether the target coincided with the rhythm and whether
it appeared at the task-relevant time had additive behavioral ef-
fects and dissociable effects on target-evoked EEG activity, imply-
ing a distinction between goal-directed attention and automatic
driving of attention by rhythms.

The behavioral advantage observed for relevant off-beat times
over irrelevant on-beat times indicates that the automatic exog-
enous effect of rhythms does not hinder probability-based re-
source allocation in time (Trillenberg et al., 2000; observed before
in S1–S2 paradigms, Cravo et al., 2011). This supports the idea
that resource capture by exogenous cues is a default state of the
system that can be overcome, resembling previous findings from

the spatial domain (Folk et al., 1992).
Comparison to a nonrhythmic control
condition enabled separating the effects of
relevance-based shifting from hazard ef-
fects, which lead to greater costs for unex-
pectedly early targets than unexpectedly
late ones. Comparison to this condition
revealed delayed responding at irrelevant
times, whether on or off beat, but not fa-
cilitated responding at relevant times.
This agrees with the idea that rhythmic
effects are more about inhibition than fa-
cilitation (Ng et al., 2012), but of irrele-
vant times, whether on or off beat, instead
of obligatorily of off-beat times.

Anticipatory modulations of the CNV
potential and alpha/beta oscillatory activ-
ity were previously shown to track the
hazard function in S1–S2 paradigms
(Trillenberg et al., 2000; Cravo et al.,
2011), as well as to anticipate upcoming
rhythmic stimuli (Praamstra et al., 2006;
Fujioka et al., 2012; Breska and Deouell,
2014). The acceleration of the CNV
buildup that we observed when off-beat
times were relevant implies that it fol-
lows task requirements more than
bottom-up rhythm entrainment. The
CNV, localized to premotor and supple-
mentary cortices (Macar et al., 1999;
Praamstra et al., 2006), is associated
with the level of nonspecific preparation
for an upcoming event (Praamstra et al.,
2006; van Rijn et al., 2011). Under this
premise, shifting resources from
rhythm on-beat times is principally me-
diated by the reallocation of nonspecific
preparation in time.

The findings of Experiment 1 are
seemingly inconsistent with the idea that
the CNV reflects low-frequency oscilla-
tions that are phase reset by rhythmic
stimuli (Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009;
Besle et al., 2011), as identical rhythms
elicited distinct CNV waveforms. How-
ever, as the times of off-beat targets were
fixed relative to the rhythm, the CNV
modulation could reflect entrainment to
an imagined interleaved rhythmic stream
(i.e., one with a constant phase shift from

the actual rhythm). Alternatively, rhythmic stimuli could even
serve as triggers for interval-timing mechanisms (Gibbon et al.,
1984). However, these mechanisms cannot fully explain the sim-
ilar CNV adjustment observed when off-beat target times were
jittered (Experiment 2). Instead, the CNV tracks an integrated
level of anticipation based on several sources of temporal predic-
tions (Janssen and Shadlen, 2005; but see van Rijn et al., 2011).
Notably, this finding does not reject the possibility of oscillatory
entrainment, but only its reflection in the CNV.

Experiment 2 also revealed the modulation of beta-band ac-
tivity in central sites when shifting resources to rhythm-off-beat
times. Beta suppression occurs before an anticipated movement
cue (Stancák and Pfurtscheller, 1995; Bastiaansen et al., 1999)

Figure 6. Experiment 2: modulation of beta- but not alpha-band activity by shifting resources away from rhythm-on-
beat times to a jittered off-beat time. A, Group-averaged time–frequency representations in the two rhythmic conditions
(top row, attend-off-beat; bottom row, attend-on-beat), measured in occipital (left column) and central (right column)
electrode clusters. Black lines mark the onset of rhythmic stimuli at position n (the last stimulus preceding the target, at
time � 850 ms for fast streams and time � 1400 ms for slow streams) and at position n � 1 (at time � 0). B, Band-limited
amplitude of occipital alpha (8 –13 Hz, left column) and central beta (14 –24 Hz, right column) activity in the attend-off-
beat (blue) and the attend-on-beat (green) conditions. White squares mark rhythmic stimuli at positions n and n � 1.
Green squares mark the possible times of off-beat targets. Note that a target was never actually presented in the analyzed
interval. Pink shading marks the predefined interval for analysis. Error margins reflect the SE for the difference between the
attend-on-beat and attend-off-beat conditions. *p � 0.05).
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and putatively reflects increased motor readiness (Jenkinson and
Brown, 2011). In goal-relevant rhythms, beta suppression was
observed before the next rhythmic stimulus (Alegre et al., 2003;
Praamstra et al., 2006) even when not requiring movement (Fu-
jioka et al., 2012). Our findings show that beta-related motor
preparation is not bound to rhythmic stimuli times, but can be
allocated according to knowledge about relevant times. These
findings are consistent with a central role of the motor system, the
putative locus of this beta-band suppression, in the perception of
and synchronization to rhythms (Merchant et al., 2015). The
absence of this effect in Experiment 1 may be explained by a lower
signal-to-noise ratio of the suppression effect compared with Ex-
periment 2, as the required preparation is narrower in time (com-
pare with S1–S2 paradigms with well dispersed intervals; Cravo et
al., 2011).

Suppression of alpha-band activity is usually associated with
increased perceptual sensitivity (Thut et al., 2006; Gould et al.,
2011; Jensen et al., 2012) and was previously observed before or at
on-beat times of task-relevant rhythms (Praamstra et al., 2006;
Rohenkohl and Nobre, 2011; Breska and Deouell, 2014). The lack
of alpha-band suppression before off-beat times in task-adverse
rhythms may suggest that perceptual sensitivity is entrained to
the rhythm, explaining the residual behavioral effect of rhythm
across relevance. However, inference based on a null effect, even
if observed in both experiments, should be made with caution.
Another possibility is that effortful reallocation of perceptual sen-
sitivity was not necessary, since the task exerted low perceptual
demands (Correa et al., 2005). Future studies can address this
issue by using a highly demanding perceptual task in task-adverse
rhythms.

Previous studies employing task-relevant rhythms reported
that whether a target appeared at relevant on-beat or irrelevant
off-beat times affected early (the P1 and N1 time windows) and
late stages of target processing (the N2 and P3 time windows;
Doherty et al., 2005; Correa et al., 2008). We show spatiotempo-
rally dissociated effects of rhythmicity (appearing on beat or off
beat) and task relevance (appearing at relevant or irrelevant
times) on target processing. Specifically, while both factors af-
fected the later N2 and P3, only rhythmicity affected the P1 time
window (�100 ms). Thus, rhythmicity and task relevance are not
merely exogenous and endogenous sources of temporal informa-
tion that affect the same processes. Instead, distinct stages seem to
be affected by stimulus-driven local probabilities and goal-
dependent relevance based on global knowledge (Corbetta and
Shulman, 2002; Wyart et al., 2012).

The P1 potential was larger for on-beat compared with
off-beat targets independent of task relevance, which is con-
sistent with modulations of early visual components in previ-
ous studies of rhythms (Doherty et al., 2005; Correa et al.,
2008; but see Miniussi et al., 1999). This early effect is also
consistent with intracranial recording studies that found
enhanced neural responses in early sensory regions to rhy-
thm-on-beat stimuli, attributing it to entrainment of low-
frequency oscillations (Lakatos et al., 2008). However, it is
unclear whether the rhythm effect observed here is the EEG
expression of such enhancement, since the P1 enhancement
was in fact the start of a sustained difference between on-beat
and off-beat targets that extended beyond the early time win-
dow or occipital electrodes. As the off-beat target deviates
from a local temporal regularity, the more negative res-
ponse at occipital sites for the off-beat targets may also reflect
a deviance-related response [resembling the visual mismatch

negativity (vMMN); Czigler, 2007], although no temporal
vMMN has been reported previously. In contrast, the later
negativity for off-beat targets is unlikely to be a deviance-
related response, which is typically reflected by larger positiv-
ity (P3a; Polich, 2007). Rather, it is consistent with larger P3b
for targets at on-beat times.

Targets appearing at irrelevant times elicited more negative
N2 and later P3 compared with targets appearing at relevant
times. Phasic N2 enhancement is associated with executive
control of conflict, for example, for no-go trials in go/no-go
paradigms or for incongruent targets in flanker paradigms
(Eimer, 1993; Kopp et al., 1996; Enriquez-Geppert et al.,
2010). The P3 is associated with stimulus evaluation, response
selection, and motor inhibition (Donchin et al., 1988; Verleger
et al., 2005; Enriquez-Geppert et al., 2010). Within this frame-
work, the N2 effect might reflect the need to resolve the con-
flict between the onset of an imperative stimulus at a time in
which responses were not expected, while the P3 effect puta-
tively reflects facilitated response selection for stimuli appear-
ing at relevant times (Doherty et al., 2005; Correa et al., 2008).
The restriction of the relevance effect to “postperceptual”
stages is consistent with the idea that this effect reflects a high-
level controlled process, determined by the task set and global
probability information.

The conclusions of our study, that attraction to rhythm-on-
beat times can be mitigated by relevance-based resource shifting,
pertain to rhythms in the visual modality. Auditory rhythms were
repeatedly shown to exert resource shifting to on-beat times even
when task irrelevant (Jones et al., 2002; Sanabria et al., 2011;
Henry and Obleser, 2012). Given the superiority of the auditory
system over the visual system in temporal processing (Fendrich
and Corballis, 2001; Repp and Penel, 2002; Rencanzone, 2003;
Grahn et al., 2011), it is possible that resource shifting away from
on-beat times of auditory rhythms is more difficult than for vi-
sual rhythms or may be mediated by different mechanisms. Fu-
ture research should compare the automatic and controlled
mechanisms of resource shifting in the time between audition
and vision.

Synchronizing to rhythms in our environment is often bene-
ficial, but can sometimes be detrimental. The current study shows
that despite the pervasive attention capturing the nature of
rhythms, they can be used flexibly to organize preparation in time
to either on-beat or off-beat times (even when the latter are not
sharply defined). This is expressed in several neural manifesta-
tions of temporal predictions, including anticipatory modula-
tions of the nonspecific CNV and motor-related beta activity,
implying that these responses are not driven obligatorily by
rhythms (compare with entrainment models), but are also under
top-down control. The effects of this resource shifting on target
processing are behaviorally additive and neurally distinct from
the automatic effects of rhythm (Coull and Nobre, 2008). The
ability to avoid being enslaved by rhythms when they are detri-
mental to current goals is essential for efficient interaction with
the world.
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